Suspect Now Sought in Triple Fatality Accident

Wanted Suspect: Marquice Lamonz ANDERSON, B/M, DOB 05/17/1987, LKA of 527 52nd Avenue South, St. Petersburg (Photo Attached). Anderson is 6’4”, 205 lbs, and has the tattoo GLORIA on his right forearm and, SYLVIA and DOMONQUE on his left forearm. It is believed that Anderson is now clean shaven and sometimes frequents the area of 15 Avenue South and 49th Street.

Anderson is wanted on outstanding warrants for Vehicular Homicide, Leaving the Scene of an Accident Involving Death, Driving While Licenses is Suspended or Revoked Involving Death and Violation of Probation.

Investigators have identified Anderson as the driver of the 2012 Chrysler 4 door sedan that struck a 2004 Saturn at 9 Avenue South and 16 Street resulting in the deaths of Briana Campbell, Jamesia Lang, and Grace Collier.

Anderson has numerous past arrests on drug related charges and was on probation for such at the time of this accident.

Efforts to locate Anderson so far have been unsuccessful and investigators do believe he is aware he is wanted and currently in hiding.

Anyone with information regarding Anderson’s whereabouts is asked to contact Special Deputy Chris Herron of the U.S. Marshals Service at 727-639-1167. A cash reward is available for information leading to Anderson’s arrest.
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